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Abstract

This thesis presents a link-level latency analysis for real-time network-on-chip interconnects that use priority-based wormhole switching. This analysis incorporates both direct and indirect interferences from other traffic flows, and it leverages pipelining and parallel transmission of data across the links. The resulting link-level analysis provides a tighter worst-case upper-bound than existing techniques, which we verify with our analysis and simulation experiments. Our experiments show that on average, link-level analysis reduces the worst-case latency by 28.8%, and improves the number of flows that are schedulable by 13.2% when compared to previous work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Modern chip-multiprocessors (CMPs) connect a large number of embedded processing elements using a network-on-chip (NoC) communication interconnect. Unlike traditional bus-based interconnects, NoCs offer an extensible, and scalable interconnect solution [8]. While the use of NoCs is becoming widespread in general purpose computing, its adoption for hard real-time systems has been cautious. This is because of the need to provide provable guarantees that the hard real-time software always meets its timing requirements. However, traditional NoCs focus on improving the average-case performance of the interconnect through dynamic routing algorithms, and flow control policies. This makes analyzing the worst-case latencies of the communication difficult and pessimistic. Therefore, the deployment and worst-case latency analysis of hard real-time software on NoC-based CMPs remains a prominent challenge, and an impediment to adopting CMPs for hard real-time systems.

To address this challenge, researchers propose the use of resource reservation, and run-time arbitration as potential solutions. Resource reservation allocates resources before the start of the communication to ensure that there is no contention between any two packets for a resource. An example of resource reservation approach is the time-division multiplexing (TDM) [25, 19, 24]. This requires reserving resources for the flows, which prevents other flows from reusing and sharing these resources. Furthermore, low latency flows in TDM are tightly coupled with the
bandwidth. This happens when a portion of the allotted slot is wasted resulting in over-allocation of bandwidth, which results in under-utilization of the network resources. Similarly, Kandlur et al. [15] present a connection-oriented packet-switched approach for multicomputers with point-to-point interconnect network. Their approach uses message scheduling to enforce certain arrival orders of the messages, which results in resource reservation issues similar to TDM.

Run-time arbitration, on the other hand, uses routers that arbitrate access to links at runtime. Hence, contention is expected, and the proper analysis accounts for possible contention to produce the worst-case latencies. Some of the approaches that use run-time arbitration are the following: Bjerregaard et al.’s MANGO NoC [4], Kavaldjievi et al.’s round-robin arbiter [18], and priority-aware arbiters by Shi and Burns [33, 34]. Even though the work by Bjerregaard et al., and Kavaldjievi et al. use run-time arbitration, they suffer from similar issues as TDM. That is, the low latency flows need to be over-allocated resulting in a tight coupling between the latency and the bandwidth.

Consequently, Shi and Burns [33] propose a wormhole switching policy with priority-based arbiters that allow higher priority flows to preempt lower priority flows. Wormhole switching promotes reduced communication latencies, smaller buffers, and a simpler implementation. Moreover, this approach overcomes the tight coupling of latency and bandwidth that by TDM and TDM-like approaches suffer from, and it allows for a variety of traffic flow types with its use of priorities. Shi and Burns [33, 34] assume a given mapping of source and destination nodes of the flows, and the routes the flows take. They pioneer an elegant flow-level analysis (FLA) that determines the worst-case communication latencies by incorporating direct and indirect interferences of the flows. They use FLA to ensure communication flow schedulability. However, FLA assumes that the flows are indivisible units of communication. As a consequence, FLA does not incorporate the effects of pipelining and parallel transmission of data in the network. This thesis aims to incorporate these characteristics in an analytical method to provide tighter estimates than FLA.

Neglecting the parallel and pipelining effects in data transmission through NoCs result into loose communication latency upper-bound. More importantly, since of the loose latency upper-
bound, the flows assume to be unschedulable; however they can be schedulable with more accurate analysis. These observations give us insights to present a more accurate technique that captures the parallel and pipelining effects in NoCs, and results to lower upper-bound latency and higher schedulability compared to FLA.

In this work, we present a novel link-level latency analysis to determine worst-case latencies of communication on real-time network-on-chip interconnects that use priority-based wormhole switching. The challenges of this analysis are to incorporate the pipelining and parallelism in NoC framework to achieve tighter communication latency. We develop an approach that captures direct and indirect interferences from communication flows as well as pipelining and parallel transmission of data across the links. The results of this approach provide tighter worst-case upper-bounds than existing techniques. Our experiments confirm that link-level analysis provides tight upper-bounds when compared to a flow-based analysis.

1.1 Main Contribution

The main contribution of this work is a link-level analysis (LLA) for a NoC supporting wormhole switching with priority-based arbiters. LLA analyzes the interference traffic flows suffer in a NoC at the link-level by considering the pipelining, and parallel transmission of packets. We show that LLA provides tighter worst-case bounds than FLA through analysis, and simulation experiments. We implement a cycle-accurate simulation model of the NoC using SystemC, and we deploy a set-top application on the NoC.

1.2 Thesis Structure

The remaining chapters of the thesis are organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives the related background of real-time communication for NoCs. Chapter 3 illustrates the system model that we applied. Chapter 4 gives the required theoretical background about flow level communication analysis (FLA) that forms a primary base for our work in the following chapter. Chapter 5 provides
our contribution for proposing a higher-granularity link-level analytical method for analysing deployed hard real-time communication flows on a NoC. We call this Link-Level Analysis (LLA). We present our cycle-accurate SystemC simulator in Chapter 6, which helps us perform experiments that compares FLA and LLA. By utilizing this simulator, in Chapter 7 we present a simulation of a dual-channel set-top box case study deployed on a 4 by 4 network-on-chip which shows LLA provides tighter results compared to FLA. Chapter 8 provides experimental comparison of FLA and LLA. Finally, Chapter 9 concludes our contributions and also provides some interesting insights about the future work.
Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

Many electronic devices are used in everyday life ranging from handheld cellphones, laptops and cars to industrial applications such as automotive and robotics industry. These electronic devices utilize the system-on-chip (SoC) design methodology, which means that the system designer embeds a section or the entire of computational and/or communication of the system into a single chip[2].

Typically, a SoC consists of two major parts: processing units and communication medium. The processing units, called intellectual properties (IPs), are data processor blocks that perform data processing and computation. The communication elements provide a proper substrate for IPs to exchange data and control signals among each other.

As the number of cores integrated into a System-on-Chip (SoC) increases, the role of the interconnection system becomes more and more important. The on-chip communication issues are the limiting factors for performance and power consumption in current and next generation SoCs. Design in the era of ultra-deep submicron (UDSM) silicon is mainly dominated by issues concerning the communication infrastructure. While SoCs consisting of tens of cores were common in the last decade, the next generation of many-core SoCs will contain hundreds or thousands of cores. With the evidence of multi-core systems, as the number of cores residing on the same SoC increases significant, the communication infrastructure also need to change drastically in order
to support the new inter-core communication demands. One of the widely used and recognized strategies nowadays is Network-on-Chip (NoC) architectures which represent the most viable solution to cope with scalability issues of future many-cores systems and to meet performance, power and reliability requirements [35].

2.1 Networks on Chip

The network-on-chip (NoC) is a promising solution for complex communication of SoCs and outperforms the traditional buses or a point-to-point approach in many ways [7]. This section provides the required background about NoC paradigm.

2.1.1 NoC Basics

NoC improves the on-chip communication and brings drastic improvements over conventional bus and point-to-point connection. It also improves the scalability of system-on-chips (SoC). Due to NoC multiple degrees of parallelism both in computation and communication, using NoC in real-time systems requires new theoretical frameworks and concepts [6]. The major goal of communication-centric design and NoC paradigm is to achieve greater design productivity and performance. Greater design productivity results to a computer system that has higher performance compared to traditional designs. By handling the increasing pipelining and parallelism which is achievable with utilizing NoC framework, a higher design productivity is the target. A typical NoC consist of the following fundamental components.

- **Network interfaces** implement the interface by which cores (IP blocks or simply the Nodes) connect to the NoC. Their function is to decouple computation (the cores) from communication (the network).

- **Routing nodes** route the data according to chosen protocols. NoCs implement the routing strategies such as XY routing, west first, etc.
• **Links** are physical connections between the nodes that provide raw bandwidth. They may consist of one or more logical or physical channels.

Figure 1 shows a commonly used NoC topology. It represents a $4 \times 4$ 2D mesh grid, which provides an on-chip communication infrastructure for sixteen cores. All the components as discussed are shown in the figure. The figure consists of sixteen IPs, and routers adjacent to IPs.

![Network on Chip Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.1:** A simple NoC example showing the topological aspects.

### 2.1.2 Classifications

NoCs are classified based on different aspects such as:

- **Topology:** defines nodes logical layout (connections) in the NoC. The most common topologies are 2-D mesh and torus. Both have connections between 4 neighbour nodes but torus has wraparound links connecting the nodes on network edges and mesh does not
have these edges. Network adapters implement the interface by which cores (IP blocks or simply the Nodes) connect to the NoC. Their function is to decouple computation (the cores) from communication (the network) [29]. Figure 2.2 shows different topologies for a NoC.

- **Routing**: decides the path taken from source to the destination. Routing nodes route the data according to chosen protocols, which can be deterministic or adaptive. In deterministic routing, the path of communication is solely defined by the address of the source and the destination. On the other hand, adaptive routing decides based on the dynamic traffic.
of the network at the routing time. Therefore, deterministic routing always generates the
same path for a given source and destination, but adaptive routing might choose different
path based on the current traffic of the network.

The highlighted feature of deterministic routing is its simplicity. Some examples of de-
terministic routing policy are like XY routing, west first, etc. On the other hand, adaptive
routing can prevent congested areas in networks by choosing alternative paths dynami-
cally. This scheme results in higher efficiency compared to deterministic routing when the
network is congested. DyAD [14] is an example of adaptive routing.

- **Switching:** decides the timing and control states of communication packets through the
  routers within the network. A packet is a stream of bits and traverses through the physical
  links of on-chip network starting from its source to the destination. A packet may contain
data or control information. The two most commonly used switching techniques are circuit
switching and packet switching.

  Circuit switching is a connection-oriented technique. It establishes the connection be-
fore starting the transmission. This method reserves the required buffer and control states
through the path of message from the source to the destination. Because of this pre-
reservation requirement, this scheme results in low utilization of system resources, such as
routers buffer space and control states. Hence, designers prefer to use the other scheme,
which is packet switching.

  By comparison, packet switching is a connectionless technique and packets of the same
message are routed independently, likely through different paths from the source to the
destination. Some examples of packet switching approaches are store-and-forward and
virtual cut-through. Virtual cut-through also could be done at a higher level of granularity
than packet. Each packet is divided to separate units called flits. Wormhole switching
applies this optimization to achieve higher throughput and efficiency compared to virtual
cut-through. In the following we explain the wormhole switching technique. We also
explain the advantages of this scheme that makes wormhole switching the most preferable
switching technique for on-chip communication domain.
- **Wormhole Switching.** The early approaches for routing and switching in packet switching networks utilized store-and-forward switching scheme [9]. In this technique, each router along the path must receive the entire packet before forwarding it to the next router of the path. Hence, this approach requires larger buffers and results in longer communication latencies. To address these drawbacks, the virtual cut-through scheme is applied. This switching policy forwards the packet as soon as the routing decision has been made. Hence, it does not require waiting to receive the entire packet before forwarding it to the next router, and therefore, this method reduces the communication latency.

The wormhole switching scheme [26] has been proposed to achieve higher network resource usage efficiency. The method utilizes the cut-through switching technique and requires smaller buffer size and results to tighter communication latency compared to store-and-forward and virtual cut-through approaches. Wormhole technique performs the switching in the flit level instead of the packet level. Flits are smaller data units compared to packets. This results in even reduced buffer size and latency compared the cut-through switching. These highlighted features of wormhole switching make this method preferable to use for real-time communication switching and analysis [34]. Our analysis is based on wormhole switching method. In fact, both FLA and LLA analyses work based on wormhole switching.

- **Flow control:** determines how network resources (channel bandwidth, buffer capacity, and control state) are allocated to a packet traversing the network. It concerns with the allocation and deallocation of channels and buffers to a packet along its route from the source to the destination.

Flow control may be buffered or bufferless [12], which determines the amount of buffer inside the switching nodes in the network. Links connect the nodes, providing the raw bandwidth. They may consist of one or more logical or physical channels. Bufferless flow control has more latency and lower throughput than buffered flow control. Buffered flow control can be further categorized into credit-based flow control, Ack/Nack flow control,
etc. Switching and flow control policies together define the timing of transfers. Circuit-switching forms a path from source to destination prior to transfer by reserving the routers (switches) and links. All data follow that route and path is torn down after the transfer has completed. Packet-switching performs routing per-packet basis. Flow control assures the enough amount of buffers and control states through the communication path.

- **Quality-of-Service (QoS):** refers to the levels of services guaranteed for data transfers. Guarantees are related to timing (such as min. latency, max. latency, max. jitter, etc.), integrity (such as max. error rate, max. packet loss), and packet delivery (in-order or out-of-order). Most of the related research in QoS promises guarantees on performance and average-time latency. Recently, some researches applied QoS for real-time system and worst-case latency [33]. Three methods are employed to give timing guarantees: network dimensioning, circuit-switching, and prioritized packet scheduling [31]. The quality of service can be further categorized into best effort and guaranteed service schemes.

### 2.2 Real-Time Service Implementation Related Work

NoC platforms result to the tighter communication upper-bound compared to traditional buses or a point-to-point approach in many ways [7]. Several communication schemes have been proposed for NoCs to implement the message delivery policy within the on-chip network. Most of these scheme are inspired from off-chip communication networks. Packet-routing and segmented link communication offers maximum flexibility and scalability [3]. Normally, the network resources, like buffers, physical or logical channels, are shared by the IP blocks on the chip, and local performance is not degraded when scaling. Resource sharing brings higher utilization but also introduces unpredictable network delays due to contention. In on-chip networks, multiple parallel tasks running on different IP cores exchange information. When more than one packet tries to access the shared resource at the same time, contention occurs. The contention problem, which leads to packet delays and even missed deadlines, has become the major influence factor of network predictability. Hence, the way to solve the contention problem is a key issue in
implementing a guaranteed service in a NoC design [34].

Resource reservation and run-time arbitration are two well known disciplines that address the contention problem.

### 2.2.1 Resource reservation

Resource reservation approach considers that contention is avoidable by trying to pre-arrange and allocate resources before the start of the communication, so that two packets never access the same resource at the same time. Time division multiplexing (TDM) and circuit switching are two common resource reservation schemes. Goossens et al. [19] and Millberg et al. [25] apply the TDM approach. In this scheme, the whole link transmission capacity is partitioned into fixed time-slots, each of which represents a unit of time when a single traffic-flow can occupy a physical link exclusively for data transmission. A time slot is the minimum time assigned to each router of the network to read or write the data from/to the in/out ports. As a centralized scheduler, TDM monitor assigns time slots to individual applications in a exclusive way. This assures contention free time slot assignment. As a disadvantage, this scheme requires a global notion of time in the network. Besides that, the latency is coupled to bandwidth, preventing low latency from being provided to low rate requirements without over-allocating.

A circuit-switching technique is used in some works [30, 40]. A dedicated connection is constructed between source and destination nodes by reserving a sequence of network resources. The major problem of this scheme is that the resources that have been reserved for a flow can not be used by any other flow which results in under utilized links.

### 2.2.2 Real-Time Service

The resource reservation policy requires the network to be Multiple IP-cores based design using NoC architecture. This allows multiple tasks to run at the same time. These tasks undertake data processing and exchange information through the underlying communication infrastructure.
Some tasks have very stringent communication service requirements; the correctness relies on not only the communication result but also the completion time bound. A data packet received by a destination too late could be useless. These critical communication tasks are called real-time communications. For a packet transmitted over the network, the communication duration is denoted by the packet network latency. The maximum acceptable duration is defined to be the deadline of the packet. A traffic-flow is a packet stream which traverses the same route from the source to the destination and requires the same grade of service along the path. For hard real-time traffic-flows, it is necessary that all the packets generated by the traffic-flow must be delivered before their deadlines even under worst case scenarios [34].

Recently, the adaptation of NoCs for hard real-time systems has been cautious at best. This is because of the need to provide provable guarantees that the hard real-time software always meets its timing requirements. However, traditional NoCs focus on improving the average-case performance of the interconnect through dynamic routing algorithms, and flow control policies. This makes analysing the worst-case latencies of the communication difficult and pessimistic. Therefore, the deployment and worst-case latency analysis of hard real-time software on NoC-based CMPs remains a prominent challenge, and an impediment to adopting CMPs for hard real-time systems. However, the need to provide provable guarantees that the hard real-time software always meets its timing requirements is still driving engine for real-time NoCs research. The next section categorizes real-time communication for NoCs.

2.3 Real-Time Communication Categories

NoCs have the capability of allow several applications execute on different cores at the same time. According to this nature of parallelism, these application may want to communicate to each other and do handshaking. For real-time application, the correct functionality of system is not only related to correct communication but also the timeliness of the communication [33]. This type of communication with limited upper-bound is called real-time communication. This type of communication is common in critical applications such as robot control [33], multimedia
applications, and system verification which require guaranteed timing delivery and a high degree of predictability.

For real-time systems, time is the most important characteristic that distinguishes them from other type of computing systems. For on-chip communication, the time we concern with is the packet transmission time which is defined as packet network latency. The packet network latency is taken into account from the time which the first bit of a packet is generated from the source until the last bit is received at the destination. The deadline is the boundary point in time which defines the latest time that a packet should arrive to its destination. In other words, assigning deadlines to each communication convert a non real-time communication to real-time communication for on-chip networks. This implies that real-time communication is about satisfying the timing constraints or meeting the deadlines.

According to the importance of real-time behaviour, the on-chip communication could be classified to different categories: hard real-time, soft real-time, and non real-time (best effort) communication [33].

2.3.1 Non Real-Time Communication

In non real-time communication, which is also known as best effort service, no guarantee is provided for communication deadline. In most NoC-related works, best effort communication refers to a kind of communication which just correctness of communication is guaranteed [3]. It is also very common that NoCs support a combination of real-time and non real-time communication at the same time. By doing this, we can have the timing guarantees for very important communication and also at the same time the entire system performance and complexity remain reasonable by integrating with best effort communication.

2.3.2 Soft Real-Time NoCs

Satisfying all of the deadlines, which is the case in hard real-time NoCs, is the matter of performance and enforces high system reliability. However, it may lead to an over-constrained NoC
and very complex and expensive to implement. For being more practical, occasional missing
deadline can be tolerated and would not cause serious harm and only the system overall perfor-
mance gets hurt for some degree. This kind of service is defined as soft real-time communication.
Soft real-time communication is rarely required to prove strictly that the service surely meets its
real-time performance objective. In many cases, only an acceptable percentage of deadlines may
be required by any probability analysis or extensive simulation rather than a worst-case analy-
sis. In addition, system utility and efficiency are given preference over the worst-case behaviour
and a good average network latency instead of a guaranteed worst-case one becomes one of the
primary goals [33]. A classical example for soft real-time communication is multimedia system
[23].

2.3.3 Hard Real-Time NoCs

Hard real-time communications are used in applications where meeting the deadlines are abso-
lutely mandatory; otherwise the entire system might fail. This means that the behaviour of hard
real-time NoC should be totally predictable. It must be able to satisfy the hard real-time service
and meet the deadlines in terms of both correctness of computation and also communication la-
tency. Predictability implies that the implementation policies used in hard real-time NoCs must
be analysable mathematically to ensure deadlines satisfaction. The verification of hard real-time
model is reasoned by using precise mathematical models to assure each hard real-time service
finished within the time limit in all possible scenarios.

2.4 Real-Time Communication Related Work

There are several related research efforts that enable real-time communication over a NoC [19,
24, 34, 4]. To address this challenge, researchers propose the use of resource reservation, and
run-time arbitration as potential solutions. Resource reservation allocates resources before the
start of the communication to ensure that there is no contention between any two packets for a
resource. Run-time arbitration on the other hand, uses routers that arbitrate access to links at run-time. Hence, contention is expected, and the analysis accounts for these contentions to produce the worst-case latencies. Sections 2.5 and 2.6 explain these two schemes.

2.5 Resource Reservation

Bjerregaard and Sparso [4] present a clock-less NoC called message passing asynchronous network-on-chip (MANGO) for guaranteed services. They use an asynchronous latency guarantee arbiter (ALG), which consists of a set of virtual channels, and priority selection and arbitration modules (SPQ) to support real-time communication. MANGO combines wormhole switching with virtual circuits and provides guaranteed service in terms of bandwidth and latency [4]. Figure 2.3 shows the ALG and SPQ components of MANGO scheduling architecture.

![Figure 2.3: MANGO scheduling architecture.](image)

Wiklund and Liu [39], and Wolkotte et al. [40] use circuit switching that requires establishing a connection between source and destination before sending data packets. A circuit with the fixed physical links is created between the source and the destination and all packets of the same communication follow the same path over the circuit.

Millberg et al. [25] and Lu et al.[24] use the TDM approach for communication. TDM divides the link access into equal time slots such that a traffic flow can use the slot time to transfer its own
packets. Æthereal [19] also uses TDM to guarantee worst-case bounds on real-time flows. Each output port contains a slot table that multiplexes its access between different flows. The worst-case latency depends on the slot allocation [24], which computes the time for the last flit of a flow to reach its destination. During the connection establishment phase, a time slot per router will be reserved through the communication path from the source to the destination. Since of exclusive time slot assignment by the global monitor, no congestion can happen during the communication time. While this provides worst-case bounds, resources are statically allocated before starting communications. Consequently, a prominent criticism of the TDM approach is its inefficient use of network resources. To address this concern, Æthereal, like MANGO, combines guaranteed service with best-effort to increase its resource utilization [10]. MANGO and Æthereal only support one priority level for their traffic flows.

The problem of the worst-case latency computation on inter-process communication in real-time systems is addressed in [15, 28, 27]. Authors develop an upper bound on the delivery time of messages. The downsides of these methods are the overhead of the establishment and tear down of channels between source and destination pairs, as well as under utilization of the system’s resources. They also store packets at intermediate nodes which leads to expensive buffer capacity for storing early arriving packets and queueing packets in order of arrival [15].

2.6 Runtime Arbitration

An alternative option is to use wormhole switching, which increases throughput, and decreases the required buffer capacity in the network. Shi and Burns [33, 34] propose the use of priority-based routers with wormhole switching to support real-time communication. Shi et. al. proposed flow level analysis (FLA), which considers a priority-aware NoC interconnect as its underlying hardware architecture. The analysis incorporates direct and indirect interferences caused by higher priority tasks transmitting data on the links. This approach supports multiple priorities, and their routers ensure that higher priority flows can preempt lower priority flows and computes tighter worst-case bounds compared to viewing the communication platform as a unique
2.7 Summary

This chapter presented the required background of research in real-time communication analysis of NoCs which falls into either a time-division multiple access (TDMA) method or a priority based method. TDMA methods divide the link bandwidth into multiple time slots. Each of these time slots is then dedicated to a particular communication task for transmitting data. Depending on the requirements of the communication tasks, different number of slots can be allotted to the tasks. Examples of TDMA NoCs include those of AEthereal [19], and Nostrum [25]. While real-time analysis of TDMA is straightforward, resources are statically allocated resulting in an inefficient use of network resources.

The second alternative is priority aware communication analysis. Shi and Burns [34] present a priority-based method with the assumption that routers implement wormhole switching with fixed priority preemption. This method allows higher priority communication tasks to preempt the transmission of data of lower priority tasks for better utilization of the network resources. We refer to this approach as the flow-level analysis (FLA). The real-time analysis for FLA requires a detailed study of the interferences communication tasks may suffer during transmission. Our work in this paper extends FLA with considering the interferences in the link-level granularity.

In the next chapter, we explain the details of system model assumptions that FLA and LLA analyses consider from on-chip network to provide us the safe communication upper-bound. Later, we explain the FLA analysis and present an illustrative example that why FLA results into overestimation in communication latency.
Chapter 3

Description of System model

3.1 Network Model and Architecture

Our analysis pertains to NoCs that employ wormhole switching with priority-aware routers. The objective of priority-aware routers is to provide differentiated quality of service for flow with different priorities. Applying priority-aware routers makes the analysis capable to deterministically calculate the communication latency upper-bound. Priority-aware routers have multiple virtual channels (VCs) with each VC designated a distinct priority, and a deterministic routing algorithm. These priorities are used to preempt the routing of packets in lower priority VCs by packets in higher priority VCs. Each node in the NoC consists of a processing element (PE), and a router. Figure 3.1 presents the internals of a router. The router architecture we employ was originally proposed by Shi and Burns [33, 34], but for clarity we briefly describe its architecture.

The router has a VC for every distinct communication flow with a unique priority that passes through the router. Each communication flow also has a unique priority and all the flits belonging to a flow have the same priority. Consequently, there exists a VC for each priority level in every router. This one-to-one correspondence assures that each VC can only be used for a unique communication flow. The VCs are designed as FIFO buffers at the input ports of the router. These FIFOs store the data to be routed from different VCs. The unit of stored data is in the form
of flits. Note that a flit is also the unit of data transmitted over the NoC. A packet on the other hand, is composed of multiple flits. The router selects the output port for a flit in the VCs based its desired destination. When there are multiple flits waiting to be routed to the same output port, the router selects and forwards the flit to the output port with the highest priority amongst all the waiting flits if the next corresponding router has enough buffer connected to that output port. This can be guaranteed by applying flow control mechanisms. This priority arbitration happens at the cycle level. This means that if the highest priority flit arrives at the router at time $t$, it will only be forwarded by the router at time $t + 1$ and will never preempt a lower priority flit being sent at time $t$. Flow control guarantees that the router only sends data to the neighbouring router if the neighbour has enough buffer space to store the data. If the highest priority flit is blocked in
the network, the next highest priority flit can access the output link. This architecture allows the derivation of an upper bound on the latencies of all flows in the network due to the deterministic priority-aware arbitration.

3.2 System Model

We present the definitions, terminology and the model necessary for describing the flow-level and link-level analyses. These definitions extend and borrow definitions from previous work by Shi and Burns [33, 34] for flow-level analysis. In our analysis, we assume the assignment of distinct priorities to traffic flows, periodic flows, and that the deadline of a flow is less than or equal to its periodicity. We also assume that the flows mapping into the NoC is given and the flows paths are defined. It is possible to extend our analysis to priority sharing, like the scheme presented in [32].

**Definition 1.** A real-time NoC is a 5-tuple \( \langle G, \Gamma, R_{\text{hop}}, F, BW \rangle \) where \( G \) is the NoC’s interconnection graph, \( \Gamma \) is a set of traffic flows deployed on the NoC, \( R_{\text{hop}} \) is the routing delay at each node in the NoC, \( F \) is the flit size, and \( BW \) is the link bandwidth.

**Definition 2.** The NoC’s interconnection graph \( G \) is a directed graph \( G := (V, E) \), where \( V \) is the set of processing elements (including the router), and \( E \subseteq V \times V \) is the set of edges describing the links between nodes. We use two directed edges to model a bidirectional link in the NoC.

**Definition 3.** The set of traffic flows \( \Gamma := \{ \tau_i : \forall i \in [1, n] \} \) has \( n \) traffic flows and each traffic flow is a packet stream which traverses the same route from the source to the destination and requires the same grade of service along the path and it is formally represented by the tuple [33]:

\[
\tau_i = (v_{s_i}, v_{d_i}, P_i, T_i, D_i, J_{i}^R, L_i)
\]

This describes a traffic flow \( \tau_i \) from source node \( v_{s_i} \in V \) to destination node \( v_{d_i} \in V \) with priority \( P_i \), period \( T_i \) between successive packet transmissions, real-time deadline \( D_i \), release jitter \( J_{i}^R \), and the basic link latency \( L_i \).
In the following we describe each of the flow characteristics in detail.

- **Source** $v_s$ and **Destination** $v_d$. These present the source and the destination node of the flow in the NoC respectively. We assume the mapping of communication flows is given and each of the flows has a specific source and destination.

- **Priority** $P$. Each traffic flow has a distinct priority $P$ compared to other flows and all packets of the same flow have the same priority. $P$ value equal to 1 shows the highest priority flow and the greater the p value the lower the priority. In the prioritised flow switching techniques, lower priority flows might get blocked with higher priority ones.

- **Period** $T$. The length of time between the release of two continuous packets of the same traffic flow is a constant, which is called the period $T_i$ for the traffic flow. For real-time applications, if the period is not constant, the minimum possible period should be considered to satisfy the requirements of hard real-time systems.

- **Deadline** $D$. Each real-time traffic flow has deadline $D$, which means that all the flits belonging to this traffic flow have the restriction to be delivered to the destination router within a certain delay less than or equal to $D$ value, even in the worst-case scenario. The restriction for each flow is that each traffic flow’s deadline must be less than or equal to its period, i.e. $D_i \leq T_i$ for all $\tau_i$. This condition removes the self-blocking effect [32].

- **Jitter** $J^R$. The attribute $J^R$ is the release jitter [1] of flow $\tau$ and denotes the maximum deviation of successive packets released from its period. A periodic traffic flow $\tau$ has to generate the communication instances within a fixed time which is its period, $T$, then it will be released as soon as it generated. However, when this periodic flow $\tau$ is subjected to release jitter, its generated time becomes under some circumstances different from its release time. So, $\tau$ is not become strictly periodic and a variation in its release times has arisen. Therefore, release jitter of a flow is defined as the maximum variation in its release times. If an expected release time of packet from a periodic traffic flow $\tau$ is $a$, then the real release time may occur later than normal, by the time no more than $a + J^R$. Note that the value $a$ is the worst-case release jitter that can accrue.
Basic network latency $L$. The basic network latency occurs when no traffic flow contention exists. The basic network latency is determined by flow’s source/destination routing distance, flow packet size, NoC links bandwidth and some additional protocol control overheads.

As the summary, a flow is schedulable if its worst-case latency is less than the deadline $D_i$. The release jitter $J^R_i$ is the worst-case delay in a packet’s release time. $L_i$ is the latency that the flow experiences on a link when it does not suffer interferences from any other flows on that link. We compute $L_i$ as follows: $L_i = \frac{Flits_i \times F}{BW}$ where $Flits_i$ is the number of flits in one packet of the traffic flow $\tau_i$. Now, we can compute the total basic latency of a flow with no interferences as $C_i = L_i + R_{hop} \times hops$. Notice that $hops$ is the number of links the flow traverses. $D_i$ is a time constraint representing a flow’s deadline which is an upper bound on the flow’s latency from the source node $v_s$ to the destination node $v_d$. $J^R_i$ represents an upper bound on the delay in a packet’s release time originally designated by its period $T_i$. The route (or path) a flow $\tau_i$ traverses is a sequence of edges denoting the multiple links it crosses to reach from the source node to the destination node. For our work, we assume that these routes are fixed, and determined using off-line analysis (e.g. shortest path algorithm). We define a route, a subroute and a link in a network $G$ as shown in Definitions 4 and 5, respectively.

**Definition 4.** A route $\delta_i$ for flow $\tau_i$ is a sequence of edges $\langle (v_{s_i}, v_{s_i+1}), (v_{s_i+1}, v_{s_i+2}), \ldots, (v_{s_i+k}, v_{d_i}) \rangle$ such that $k \in \mathbb{Z}$.

**Definition 5.** A subroute $\sigma_{i_{va}}$ for flow $\tau_i$ is a sequence of edges $\langle (v_{s_i}, v_{s_i+1}), \ldots, (v_{s_i+l}, v_a) \rangle$ such that $\sigma_{i_{va}}$ has the same source vertex $v_{s_i}$ as route $\delta_i$, and $\sigma_{i_{va}} \subset \delta_i$ with $v_a$ being the destination node of the subroute.

We use $|\delta_i|$ and $|\sigma_{i_{va}}|$ to denote the number of edges (or the length) in the route and subroute, respectively. We also use $e' = pre(\delta_i, e)$ to denote that an edge $e'$ precedes edge $e$ in the route $\delta_i$ where $e, e' \in \delta_i$. For $e, e' \in \delta_i$, we use tick ($e'$) to denote an edge that precedes another edge $e$ in the route $\delta_i$. 
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3.2.1 Inter-Relationships between Traffic-Flows

To capture the relations between traffic-flows and the physical links of the network, the mesh network topology defined as a directed graph $G : V \times E$. $V$ is a set, whose elements are called nodes, and each node $v_i$ denotes a router combined with an IP core in the mesh network. $E$ is a set of ordered pairs of vertices, called edges. Each edge represent a physical link in the NoC.

Based on whether flows share the same physical links or not, we categorize the competition relationship between traffic-flows into two different types: direct competing relationship, and indirect competing relationship. The direct competing relationship means a traffic-flow has at least one physical link in common with the other traffic-flow. With the indirect competing relationship, the two traffic-flows do not share any physical link but there is at least one direct interference traffic-flow between the given two traffic-flows. For example, in Figure 3.2 flow $\tau_6$ has direct interference with flows $\tau_5$, $\tau_2$, $\tau_3$, and $\tau_4$. It also has indirect interference with flow $\tau_1$; since flow $\tau_2$ has direct interference with both flows $\tau_6$ and $\tau_1$. We explain different type of interferences with an example in the following section.

Figure 3.2: Interference example.
3.3 Illustrative Example

We present an illustrative example of a $3 \times 3$ NoC in Figure 3.2 to familiarize the reader with the terminology and interferences. Figure 3.2 maps 6 flows on the NoC: $\Gamma = \{\tau_1, \tau_2, \tau_3, \tau_4, \tau_5, \tau_6\}$ with the priorities $P_1 > P_2 > P_3 > P_4 > P_5 > P_6$. Note that the choice of our paths in Figure 3.2 are selected solely to illustrate, and explain the execution patterns of different flow with a link-by-link approach. Also note that the choice of a mesh topology is only for illustration purposes and the analysis we present is valid irrespective of the underlying network topology.

For experiencing the worst-case communication latency, the critical time instant should be defined. Critical time instant is a known term in the real-time systems theory that explains the conditions which results to the worst-case scenario [22]. We define the critical time instant as follows:

**Definition 6.** Critical time instant on each link is defined as the time that all flows on that link attempt transmission at that time, which introduces the worst-case interference scenario.

Table 3.1 presents the link latency, the period, the deadline, and the jitter for each of the flows in Figure 3.2. We use Figure 3.3 to show the transmission of flits for $\tau_6$ on each of the links in route $\delta_6$ for the example configuration in Figure 3.2. We assume a routing delay $R_{hop} = 1$.

![Figure 3.3: Timeline of direct interference on flow $\tau_6$ in Figure 3.2.]

For example, on link $(v_1, v_2)$ the first flit transmits on at time 1 instead of 0 due to the routing delay. The number of flits from other flows that interfere with a flit of $\tau_6$ on a particular link
depends on the timespan of the \( \tau_6 \) flit on that link. For experiencing the critical instant scenario, we assume the interfering flows start transmitting whenever \( \tau_6 \) reaches that link.

Since \( \tau_5 \) has a higher priority than \( \tau_6 \), flits of \( \tau_5 \) will preempt flits of \( \tau_6 \). Observe that only two flits from \( \tau_5 \) interfere with \( \tau_6 \) on link \((v_1, v_2)\). However, on link \((v_2, v_5)\), flits from \( \tau_5 \) and \( \tau_2 \) cause interferences for \( \tau_6 \). White spaces on link \((v_5, v_6)\) represent gaps caused by interfering flows on the predecessor link \((v_2, v_5)\). These flows no longer interfere with \( \tau_6 \) on link \((v_5, v_6)\), but the flits of \( \tau_6 \) remain separated by the gaps shown due to interferences on previous links. Note that for facilitating the analysis on subsequent links, we assume that these gaps are part of the \( \tau_6 \) flits as we show in more detail in Section 5.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \tau_1 )</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau_2 )</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau_3 )</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau_4 )</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau_5 )</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau_6 )</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Motivating example data.
Chapter 4

Flow Level Analysis (FLA)

We present an overview of a method to compute the worst-case latencies of communication tasks, which we call the flow-level analysis (FLA). Shi and Burns [33, 32] proposed FLA, which considers a priority-aware NoC interconnect as its underlying hardware architecture, and they incorporate direct and indirect interferences caused by higher priority communication tasks. For additional details and proofs, we refer the reader to [33, 32]. The analysis incorporates direct and indirect interferences caused by higher priority tasks transmitting data on the links. FLA computes tighter worst-case bounds compared to viewing the communication platform as a unique resource.

4.1 Definitions

Let a communication task under analysis be $\tau_{ab}$, and its worst-case latency be $R_{ab}$. Direct interference occurs when a higher priority task $\tau_{ij}$ preempts $\tau_{ab}$ along its path $\delta_{ab}$. The set of higher priority communication tasks preemting $\tau_{ab}$ are identified as the direct interference set $S^D(\tau_{ab})$. Task $\tau_{ab}$ suffers indirect interference from task $\tau_{kl}$ when task $\tau_{ab}$ has direct interference with task $\tau_{ij}$ which has direct interference with task $\tau_{kl}$; however, tasks $\tau_{ab}$ and $\tau_{kl}$ do not directly interfere with each other.
Definition 7. A task $\tau_{ab}$ suffers direct interference from task $\tau_{ij}$ on its path $\delta_{ab}$ if and only if
\[ \delta_{ab} \cap \delta_{ij} \neq \emptyset, \text{ and } P_{ab} < P_{ij}. \]

Definition 8. The set of tasks directly interfering with $\tau_{ab}$ on its path $\delta_{ab}$ is:
\[ S^D(\tau_{ab}) = \{ \tau_{ij} \mid \forall \tau_{ij} \in \Gamma^M_i, \delta_{ab} \cap \delta_{ij} \neq \emptyset \text{ and } P_{ab} < P_{ij} \}. \]

Definition 9. A task $\tau_{ab}$ suffers indirect interference from task $\tau_{kl}$ on its path $\delta_{ab}$ if and only if:
\[
(\delta_{ab} \cap \delta_{ij} \neq \emptyset) \land (\delta_{ij} \cap \delta_{kl} \neq \emptyset) \land (\delta_{ab} \cap \delta_{kl} = \emptyset), \text{ and } P_{ab} < P_{ij} < P_{kl}.
\]

Definition 10. The set of tasks indirectly interfering with task $\tau_{ab}$ on its path $\delta_{ab}$ is:
\[ S^I(\tau_{ab}) = \{ \tau_{kl} \mid \forall \tau_{ij} \in \Gamma^M_i, \forall \tau_{kl} \in \Gamma^M_k, (\delta_{ab} \cap \delta_{ij} \neq \emptyset) \land (\delta_{ij} \cap \delta_{kl} \neq \emptyset) \land (\delta_{ab} \cap \delta_{kl} = \emptyset) \text{ and } P_{ab} < P_{ij} < P_{kl} \}. \]

4.2 Worst-case Latency

FLA assesses the interference on the communication path of $\tau_{ab}$ to compute its worst-case latency. It incorporates indirect interference as interference jitter that directly interfering flows suffer. Suppose that task $\tau_{ab}$ suffers interference from a higher priority task $\tau_{ij}$. The time interval during which interference occurs is $R_{ab} + J^R_{ij} + J^I_{ij}$ where $J^R_{ij}$ and $J^I_{ij}$ are the release and interference jitters of task $\tau_{ij}$, respectively. The interference jitter $J^I_{ij}$ is the interference that task $\tau_{ij}$ suffers from tasks in the indirect interference set of task $\tau_{ab}$. Hence, the maximum number of times $\tau_{ij}$ preempts $\tau_{ab}$ is computed by $\lceil \frac{R_{ab} + J^R_{ij} + J^I_{ij}}{T_i} \rceil$. The amount of time task $\tau_{ij}$ contributes to the worst-case latency of $\tau_{ab}$ is simply the transmission latency $C_{ij}$ multiplied by the number of preemptions: $\lceil \frac{R_{ab} + J^R_{ij} + J^I_{ij}}{T_i} \rceil \ast C_{ij}$. For all higher priority communication tasks on the path $\delta_{ab}$, FLA computes the worst-case latency of $\tau_{ab}$ as:

\[ R_{ab} = \sum_{\forall i} \sum_{\forall j \in S^D_{ij}} \left\lceil \frac{R_{ab} + J^R_{ij} + J^I_{ij}}{T_i} \right\rceil \ast C_{ij} + C_{ab} \]
This only considers interference from higher priority tasks but not jobs from the same task under analysis $\tau_{ab}$, which is necessary if the deadline is greater than the period. To incorporate this self-blocking, we define a busy period $B_{ab}$ as the contiguous time interval during which the links on the path for communication task $\tau_{ab}$ suffer interferences from communications tasks of equal or higher priority. Thus, the busy period is given by:

$$B_{ab} = \sum_{\forall i} \sum_{\forall j \in S^D_{ij}} \left[ \frac{B_{ab} + J_{ij}^R + J_{ij}^I}{T_i} \right] * C_{ij} + \left[ \frac{B_{ab} + J_{ab}^R}{T_a} \right] * C_{ab}$$

The number of instances of task $\tau_{ab}$ in the busy period $B_{B,ab}$ is equal to $\left\lceil B_{ab} + J_{ab}^R + J_{ab}^I \right\rceil$. The worst-case latency $R_{ab}$ of task $\tau_{ab}$ is then the maximum response time of all instances and is given by:

$$R_{ab} = \max_{p=1...p_{B,ab}} \left( w_{ab}(p) - (p - 1)T_a + J_{ab}^R \right)$$

where $p$ is the index of the job of task $\tau_{ab}$. $w_{ab}(p)$ is the completion time of job $p$ in the busy period $B_{ab}$ and is given by:

$$w_{ab}(p) = p * C_{ab} + \sum_{\forall i} \sum_{\forall j \in S^D_{ij}} \left[ \frac{w_{ab}(p) + J_{ij}^R + J_{ij}^I}{T_i} \right] * C_{ij}$$

### 4.3 An Illustrative Example

Figure 4.1 shows a simple example to demonstrate FLA.

![Figure 4.1: Simple example of FLA.](image)

Table 4.1 characterizes tasks $\tau_{11}$, $\tau_{12}$, $\tau_{13}$, and $\tau_{14}$ (task under analysis) in the figure. Assuming $P_{41} < P_{31} < P_{21} < P_{11}$, then $S^D(\tau_{41}) = \{\tau_{21}, \tau_{31}\}$ and $S^I(\tau_{41}) = \{\tau_{11}\}$. 
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Table 4.1: FLA example data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>J^R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\tau_{11})</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\tau_{21})</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\tau_{31})</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\tau_{41})</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To compute \(R_{41}\), we first need to compute \(R_{21}\) to get the interference jitter of task \(\tau_{21}\).

\[
B_{21} = \left\lfloor \frac{B_{21}}{9} \right\rfloor \times 3 + \left\lfloor \frac{B_{21}}{9} \right\rfloor \times 2 = 5
\]

\(p_{B,21} = 1\)

\[\therefore R_{21} = 5 \text{ and } J_{21}^I = 5 - 2 = 3\]

\[
B_{41} = \left\lfloor \frac{B_{41} + J_{21}^I}{T_2} \right\rfloor \times C_{21} + \left\lfloor \frac{B_{41}}{T_3} \right\rfloor \times C_{31} + \left\lfloor \frac{B_{41}}{T_4} \right\rfloor \times C_{41} = \left\lfloor \frac{B_{41} + 3}{9} \right\rfloor \times 2 + \left\lfloor \frac{B_{41}}{12} \right\rfloor \times 4 + \left\lfloor \frac{B_{41}}{8} \right\rfloor \times 3 = 23
\]

\(p_{B,41} = \left\lfloor \frac{23}{8} \right\rfloor = 3\)

\(w_{41}(1) = 11\) and \(R_{41}(1) = 11 - 0 = 11\)

\(w_{41}(2) = 20\) and \(R_{41}(2) = 20 - 8 = 12\)

\(w_{41}(3) = 23VR R_{41}(3) = 23 - 16 = 7\)

\(R_{41} = \max(R_{41}(1), R_{41}(2), R_{41}(3)) = 12\)

(4.1)
Chapter 5

Link Level Analysis (LLA)

5.1 Link-level Analysis (LLA)

Link-level analysis (LLA) incorporates direct and indirect interferences with other traffic flows. We describe the details of this analysis in this section, and we continue to use Figure 3.3 as a running example to provide the intuition behind the mathematical formulation. We first present the worst-case latency with direct interference of flits on a particular link. Then, we use this to compute the worst-case latency for the entire route. We later augment the worst-case latency with indirect interferences as well.

5.1.1 Worst-case Latency with Direct Interference

Direct interference on a link occurs when a higher priority flow $\tau_j$ preempts a lower priority flow $\tau_i$ on a shared link. We formalize direct interference at the link-level in Definition 11, and the set of flows resulting in direct interferences on a link in Definition 12. Notice that we use $R_i$ and $R_{ie}$ to represent the worst-case latency of flow $\tau_i$ on its route $\delta_i$, and on a particular link $e$, respectively. We use $R_{ie'}$ to denote the worst-case latency of $\tau_i$ on a predecessor link $e'$. We
also use $S^D_{ie}$ and $S^I_{ie}$ to denote the set of direct and indirect interfering flows with $\tau_i$ on link $e$, respectively.

**Definition 11.** A flow $\tau_i$ suffers direct interference from flow $\tau_j$ on a link $e$ if and only if $e \in \delta_i \cap \delta_j$, and $P_i < P_j$.

**Definition 12.** The set of flows directly interfering with $\tau_i$ on a link $e$ is $S^D_{ie} = \{ \tau_j | \forall \tau_j \in \Gamma, e \in \delta_i \cap \delta_j \text{ and } P_i < P_j \}$.

From Figure 3.2, we observe that $\tau_6$ has direct interference with $\tau_2$ and $\tau_5$ on link $(v_2, v_5)$ such that $S^D_{6(v_2,v_5)} = \{ \tau_2, \tau_5 \}$.

To compute the worst-case latency of a flow, we must incorporate the effect of direct interferences. However, a link’s contribution to the latency due to direct interference depends on its predecessor link’s direct interference as well. For example in Figure 3.3, the latency of flits on link $(v_9, v_8)$ depend on the direct interference that they suffer on link $(v_6, v_9)$. Hence, we compute the worst-case latency contribution of a flow $\tau_i$ on a link $e$ as $R^i_e$. This depends on the direct interference the flits suffered on the predecessor link $e'$. For example, $R^i_{6(v_6,v_9)}$ is the worst-case latency of flow $\tau_6$ on link $(v_6, v_9)$ and is equal to $33 - 4 = 29$ time units. Theorem 1 presents the worst-case latency on a link including direct interferences from higher priority flows.

**Theorem 1.** The worst-case latency $R^i_e$ of a flow $\tau_i$ suffering direct interferences from other flows in $S^D_{ie}$ on link $e \in \delta_i$ is given by the following:

$$R^i_e = R^i_{i,e'} + \sum_{\forall \tau_j \in S^D_{ie}} \left[ \frac{R^i_{i,e'} + J^R_{j}}{T^j} \right] * L_j - \sum_{\forall \tau_j \in S^D_{ie} \cap S^D_{i,e'}} \left[ \frac{R^i_{i,e'} + J^R_{j}}{T^j} \right] * L_j$$

**Proof.** Assume flows $\tau_i, \tau_j \in \Gamma$ with $P_j > P_i$, and let the set of flows directly interfering with $\tau_i$ on links $e$ and $e'$ be $S^D_{ie}$ and $S^D_{i,e'}$, respectively. The first term of the equation is $R^i_{i,e'}$, which is the worst-case latency on the predecessor link $e'$. The reason is that we need to take into account interferences from previous links as we compute latencies along the route $\delta_i$. For the first link of the route $\delta_i$, we replace $R^i_{i,e'}$ by $L_i$. 
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The second term of the equation accounts for interference from all higher priority flows on link $e$. The duration that flits of flow $\tau_i$ suffer direct interference from flow $\tau_j$ on link $e$ is given by $R_{ie} + J^R_{ij}$, which sums the release jitter from $\tau_j$ with the worst-case latency of $\tau_i$. The number of times $\tau_j$ preempts $\tau_i$ is $\lceil (R_{ie} + J^R_{ij})/T_j \rceil$, and the latency of the preemptions by $\tau_j$ is $\lceil (R_{ie} + J^R_{ij})/T_j \rceil \ast L_j$.

When a flow $\tau_j$ interferes with $\tau_i$ on several consecutive links, the interference has to be accounted for only once. If $S^D_{ie} \cap S^D_{ie'} \neq \emptyset$, the term $\sum_{\forall \tau_j \in S^D_{ie} \cap S^D_{ie'}} [(R_{ie'} + J^R_{ij})/T_j] \ast L_j$ represents the latency of preemptions on $e'$ from common flows between links $e$ and $e'$. We subtract this term from the worst-case latency on link $e$ because common flows are re-accounted for in the second term of the equation. The worst-case latency on link $e$, therefore, becomes

$$R_{ie} = \sum_{\forall \tau_j \in S^D_{ie}} \left[ \frac{R_{ie} + J^R_{ij}}{T_j} \right] \ast L_j + R_{ie'} - \sum_{\forall \tau_j \in S^D_{ie} \cap S^D_{ie'}} \left[ \frac{R_{ie'} + J^R_{ij}}{T_j} \right] \ast L_j.$$ 

Illustrating LLA for Direct Interference:

We explain how the worst-case latency analysis works using different scenarios of interference and use Figure 3.3 for illustration.

**Scenario 1:** This case applies to the first link on the route $\delta_i$. We illustrate this case on link $(v_1, v_2)$. For this link, $R_{i,v_2}$ is replaced by $L_i$; the basic link latency of flow $\tau_i$. Since the previous link $e'$ is undefined in this case, the third term evaluates to 0. Therefore, the analysis computes only the interference from $\tau_5$ and adds it to $L_6$.

**Scenario 2:** We illustrate this case on links $(v_2, v_5)$ and $(v_5, v_6)$. In this case, $S^D_{i,v_2} \supseteq S^D_{i,v_1}$. This occurs when there are some flows directly interfering on $e'$ that are no longer causing any interference on $e$. Therefore, $S^D_{i,v_2} \cap S^D_{i,v_1} = S^D_{i,v_1}$. Solving the equation yields $R_{i,v_2} = R_{i,v_1}$. This is because of the interference on $e'$, and the absence of new flows causing interference on $e$, the worst-case latency on $e$ is the same as that on $e'$. On link $(v_2, v_5)$, the flits of flow $\tau_6$ take from time 2 to 23 to be transmitted. This includes delay from interferences from $\tau_2$ and $\tau_5$. On link
(v_5, v_6), \tau_5 and \tau_2 no longer interfere. Hence, the only delay visible on the flits of \tau_6 on link (v_5, v_6) is the routing delay shown as the shift of one time unit. Also notice the white gaps that are a result of interferences on the previous link from flows \tau_2 and \tau_5. To analyze subsequent links, we assume that these gaps are part of the delay of the flits.

**Scenario 3:** We show this case using on links (v_1, v_2) and (v_2, v_5). In this case, \( S^D_{i_e} \subseteq S^D_{i'_{e'}} \). This arises when there are new flows directly interfering on \( e \) in addition to the flows that are directly interfering on \( e' \). All the flits of the flow suffering interference and of the higher priority flows on link \( e' \) will continue in the same order to link \( e \). However, on link \( e \), the flows of the new flows (i.e. \( S^D_{i_e} \setminus S^D_{i'_{e'}} \)) add to the direct interference, further preempting the flits of the flow suffering interference. Since \( S^D_{i_e} \cap S^D_{i'_{e'}} = S^D_{i'_{e'}} \), then the term we subtract will include all interferences on the previous link \( e' \). This is also intuitive because these common flows will be accounted for as interferences on link \( e \). This indicates that the latency of flow \( \tau_6 \) on link \( (v_2, v_5) \) is not affected by the latency on link \( (v_1, v_2) \) because the worst-case latency occurs when more flows interfere with \( \tau_6 \) which occurs on link \( (v_2, v_5) \). So \( R_{i'_{e'}} \) is equal to \( L_6 \) plus the interference from flow \( \tau_5 \) (which we subtract) for link \( (v_2, v_5) \) and the interference of both \( \tau_5 \) and \( \tau_2 \) is used to calculate the worst-case latency \( R_{6(v_2,v_5)} \).

**Scenario 4:** We elaborate this case on links \( (v_6, v_9) \) and \( (v_9, v_8) \). This case occurs when some flows interfering with \( \tau_i \) on link \( e' \) cease to interfere on link \( e \), but some new flows begin interfering on \( e \), i.e., \( S^D_{i_e} \setminus S^D_{i'_{e'}} = \emptyset \). However, the flows that cease to interfere already affect the stream of flits, which means that they still leave gaps in the transmission of flits. To account for this, we assume that the flits of \( \tau_i \) consume the entire duration from the first to the last flit including the gaps. Therefore, \( R_{i_{e'}} \) represents the latency of the flits before interference. This is an upper bound on the amount of time during which interference can occur. We then use \( R_{i_{e'}} \) as the basic latency to calculate the total worst-case latency \( R_{i_e} \) from the set of flows \( S^D_{i_e} \). By focusing on the interference that \( \tau_6 \) suffers, we observe that the duration of time during which \( \tau_6 \) suffers interference from \( \tau_4 \) starts when the first flit of \( \tau_6 \) can be sent. This occurs at time 5. Hence, the term \( R_{i_{e'}} \) is equal to the link latency of \( \tau_6 \) on link \( (v_6, v_9) \), \( R_{6(v_6,v_9)} = 33-4 = 29 \). This time is assumed to be the basic latency of \( \tau_6 \) before calculating \( R_{6(v_9,v_8)} \) after direct interference with \( \tau_4 \).
5.1.2 Worst-case Latency of a Route

Recall that Theorem 1 presents the worst-case latency at a particular link. Theorem 2, on the other hand, computes the worst-case latency of a flow \( \tau_i \) experiencing direct interferences along its entire route \( \delta_i \) by aggregating the worst-case link latencies computed using Theorem 1.

**Theorem 2.** The worst-case latency of flow \( \tau_i \) for route \( \delta_i \) denoted by \( R_i \) is

\[
R_i = R_{i(v_b,v_d)} + R_{\text{hop}} \cdot |\delta_i|
\]

where \((v_b, v_d_i) \in \delta_i \) is the last edge on the route.

**Proof.** Recall that \( R_{i(v_b,v_d)} \) is the worst-case latency of flow \( \tau_i \) on its last link connected to the destination node \( v_{d_i} \). Notice that every flit suffers a routing delay \( R_{\text{hop}} \) when traversing each node. So, for \(|\delta_i| \) nodes, we add the routing delay of \( R_{\text{hop}} \cdot |\delta_i| \) to obtain the total worst-case latency of flow \( \tau_i \) as shown. \( \square \)

Observe in Figure 3.3, the total worst-case latency for \( \tau_6 \) is the sum of the routing delay \( R_{\text{hop}} \cdot |\delta_i| = 5 \), and the worst-case latency on the last link \( R_{6(v_9,v_8)} = 44 - 5 \) resulting in 44 time units.

5.1.3 Worst-case Latency with Indirect Interference

Flow \( \tau_i \) suffers indirect interference on a link from flow \( \tau_k \) when flow \( \tau_i \) has direct interference with an intermediate flow \( \tau_j \), and \( \tau_j \) has direct interference with flow \( \tau_k \); however, \( \tau_i \) has no direct interference with \( \tau_k \). In addition, the interference between \( \tau_j \) and \( \tau_k \) must occur before \( \tau_j \) interferes with \( \tau_i \). We formally describe this in Definition 13, and the set of indirectly interfering flows in Definition 14. Revisiting Figure 3.2, we point out that flow \( \tau_6 \) has indirect interference with flow \( \tau_1 \) through an intermediate flow \( \tau_2 \) on link \((v_2, v_5)\) such that \( S^I_{6(v_9,v_8)} = \{\tau_1\} \).

**Definition 13.** A traffic flow \( \tau_i \) suffers indirect interference from flow \( \tau_k \) on a link \( e(v_a,v_b) \) if and only if:

\[
S^I_{\tau_i} = \{ \tau_k \} = \{ \tau_{i-1} \}
\]
\[(e \in \delta_i \cap \delta_j) \land ((v_c, v_d) \in \delta_j \cap \delta_k) \land (e \neq (v_c, v_d)) \land ((v_c, v_d) \notin \delta_i) \land ((v_c, v_d) \in \sigma_{j,v_a})
\]

and \(P_i < P_j < P_k\).

**Definition 14.** The set of flows indirectly interfering with flow \(\tau_i\) on link \(e(v_a, v_b)\) is:

\[S_{ie}^I = \{\tau_k \mid \forall \tau_j, \tau_k \in \Gamma, (e \in \delta_i \cap \delta_j) \land ((v_c, v_d) \in \delta_j \cap \delta_k) \land (e \neq (v_c, v_d)) \land ((v_c, v_d) \notin \delta_i) \land ((v_c, v_d) \in \sigma_{j,v_a})\},\]

The worst-case latency of flow \(\tau_i\) when it experiences both direct and indirect interferences is given by Theorem 3. \(J_{je}^I\) represents the interference jitter on a higher priority flow due to indirect interference as described by Shi and Burns [33, 34]. Interference jitter is the delay that flits of flow \(\tau_j\) suffers due to interference that is equal to the difference between its worst-case and basic latencies. We carry this definition forward such that the interference jitter of \(\tau_j\) for its subroute \(\sigma_{j,v_a}\) is equal to the difference between the total worst-case latency on the subroute and the link-level latency of \(\tau_j\).

**Theorem 3.** The worst-case latency on a link of a flow \(\tau_i\), \(R_{ie}\), is when it suffers both direct and indirect interferences on link \(e = (v_a, v_b)\) is given by:

\[R_{ie} = R_{ie} + \sum_{\forall \tau_j \in S_{ie}^D} \left[ \frac{R_{ie} + J_{je}^R + J_{je}^I}{T_j} \right] * L_j - \sum_{\forall \tau_j \in S_{ie}^D \cap S_{ie}^D} \left[ \frac{R_{ie'} + J_{je'}^R + J_{je'}^I}{T_j} \right] * L_j\]

where \(J_{je}^I = R_{j(v_c,v_a)} - L_j\) and \((v_c, v_a) \in \sigma_{j,v_a}\) is the last edge on the subroute.

**Proof.** The first term of the equation represents the latency of direct and indirect interferences from higher priority flows with \(\tau_i\). The worst-case link latency of \(\tau_i\) with indirect interferences is affected by the latency of \(\tau_j\) due to interferences that it suffers. The increase in latency of \(\tau_j\) due to interferences prior to link \(e\) is given by \(J_{je}^I\), which is equal to the difference between the total worst-case latency on the subroute \(\sigma_{j,v_a}\) and the basic link latency \(L_j\). The worst-case scenario occurs when flits of flow \(\tau_j\) suffers interference from \(\tau_k\) and then the following flits follow with their normal periodicity [33, 34]. Since \(\tau_j\) directly interferes with \(\tau_i\), \(J_{je}^I\) increases the duration during which \(\tau_i\) can suffer interference. Hence, this duration is equal to \(R_{ie} + J_{je}^R + J_{je}^I\). The number of times \(\tau_j\) preempts \(\tau_i\) is
and the latency of the preemptions by $\tau_j$ is

$$\left\lceil \frac{(R_{ie} + J_{je}^R + J_{je}^I)}{T_j} \right\rceil \times L_j.$$ 

Therefore, the worst-case latency on $e$ including indirect interferences from all higher priority flows is given by

$$\sum_{\forall \tau_j \in S_{ie}^D} \left\lceil \frac{(R_{ie} + J_{je}^R + J_{je}^I)}{T_j} \right\rceil \times L_j + R_{ie} - \sum_{\forall \tau_j \in S_{ie}^D \cap S_{ie'}^D} \left\lceil \frac{R_{ie'}^R + J_{je}^{R} + J_{je}^{I}}{T_j} \right\rceil \times L_j.$$

The total worst-case latency of $\tau_i$ experiencing direct and indirect interferences along its route $\delta_i$ is given by applying Theorem 3 in Theorem 2.

\[ \text{Lemma 1. Given a set of flows } \Gamma \text{ and their paths, } R_i^{\text{LLA}} \leq R_i^{\text{FLA}}, \forall \tau_i \in \Gamma. \]

\[ \text{Proof. According to FLA [33], the worst-case latency of } \tau_i \text{ is given by:} \]

$$R_i^{\text{FLA}} = \sum_{\forall \tau_j \in S_i^D} \left\lceil \frac{(R_{ie}^{FLA} + J_{je}^R + J_{je}^I)}{T_j} \right\rceil \times C_j + C_i \quad (5.1)$$

The worst-case interference occurs when the higher priority flows share all links with the path $\delta_i$ of $\tau_i$. This means that the set of all interfering flows on $\delta_i$, $S_{ie}^D = S_{ie}^D$. In that case, using Theorems 3 and 2, $R_{ie}$ on all links of $\delta_i$ are equal and $R_i^{\text{LLA}} = R_{ie} + R_{hop} \times \text{hops}$ where $R_{ie}$ equals $L_i$. Given that $C_i = L_i + R_{hop} \times \text{hops}$, $R_i^{\text{LLA}}$ can be given by:
\[
\sum_{\forall \tau_j \in S^D_i} \left[ \left( R_{i}^{L_{LLA}} - R_{hop} \ast hops + J^R_j + J^I_{je} \right)/T_j \right] \ast L_j + C_i
\] (5.2)

For FLA, \( J^I_j = R_j - C_j \) and for LLA \( J^I_{je} \) is given by Theorem 3. In the worst case, \( J^I_{je} = R_{je} - L_j = R_j - R_{hop} \ast hops - L_j = R_j - C_j \). Therefore, \( J^I_{je} = J^I_j \). Taking this into account and comparing Equations 5.1 and 5.2, the only difference between FLA and LLA are the terms \( L_j \) and \( C_j \), and the routing delay in the summation. Since \( C_j = L_j + R_{hop} \ast hops \), and \( hops \geq 1 \) then \( L_j < C_j \), and since the routing delay has a negative sign in the numerator of the summation, therefore, \( R_{i}^{L_{LLA}} < R_{i}^{F_{FLA}} \) and our analysis gives a tighter bound compared to FLA. For the case when there is no interference, \( R_{i}^{F_{FLA}} = C_i \) and \( R_{i}^{L_{LLA}} = L_i + R_{hop} \ast hops = R_{i}^{F_{FLA}} \). Since in the presence of interference, \( R_{i}^{L_{LLA}} < R_{i}^{F_{FLA}} \), and in the absence of interference, \( R_{i}^{L_{LLA}} = R_{i}^{F_{FLA}} \), then \( R_{i}^{L_{LLA}} \leq R_{i}^{F_{FLA}} \).

### 5.2 An Illustrative Example

We use Figure 3.2 as an illustrative example to show the benefits of LLA versus the FLA [33, 34]. Recall that the flows in Figure 3.2 have the data in Table 3.1, and the following priorities: \( P_1 > P_2 > P_3 > P_4 > P_5 > P_6 \). Table 5.1 shows the worst-case latencies from FLA and LLA for all the flows. We observe that the results from LLA are less than or equal to the upper bounds computed by FLA. One of the interesting cases in Table 5.1 is for \( \tau_6 \), which results in an unschedulable flow when using FLA. We elaborate the computation steps for this flow in more detail.

According to FLA, \( \tau_6 \) has direct interference with the flows \( S^D_6 = \{ \tau_2, \tau_3, \tau_4, \tau_5 \} \), and indirect
interference with $S^d_6 = \{\tau_1\}$. Assuming $R_{hop} = 1$, $R^{FLA}_6$ according to [33] is given by:

$$C_1 = L_1 + R_{hop} \times 1 = 3$$
$$C_2 = L_2 + R_{hop} \times 2 = 4$$
$$R^{FLA}_2 = \sum_{\forall \tau_j \in S^D_2} \left[ \frac{R^{FLA}_2 + J^R_j}{T_j} \right] \times C_j + C_2$$
$$= \left[ \frac{R^{FLA}_2}{8} \right] \times 3 + 4 = 7$$
$$C_3 = C_4 = C_5 = L_3 + R_{hop} \times 1 = 3$$
$$C_6 = L_6 + R_{hop} \times 5 = 14$$
$$R^{FLA}_6 = \sum_{\forall \tau_j \in S^D_6} \left[ \frac{R^{FLA}_6 + J^R_j + J^I_j}{T_j} \right] \times C_j + C_6$$
$$= \left[ \frac{R^{FLA}_6}{8} + \frac{3}{8} \right] \times 3 + \left[ \frac{R^{FLA}_6}{8} \right] \times 3 \times 3 + 14 \quad (5.3)$$

Notice that Equation 5.3 will never reach a fixpoint; hence, it has no solution. In every iteration of the equation, $R^{FLA}_6$ will increase by more than 8, hence, never leading to a fixpoint. The reason is that 4 flows interfere with $\tau_6$ each with a basic latency of 3 and period 8. This means that all 4 flows consume all bandwidth, i.e. the utilization of the links exceeds a 100%, and the flits of $\tau_6$ can never be sent. Thus, $\tau_6$ is not schedulable for any deadline. This occurs because FLA assumes that $\tau_6$ suffers simultaneous interference from $\tau_2$, $\tau_3$, $\tau_4$ and $\tau_5$ on all links along its route. This is certainly not the case as shown in Figure 3.3. In fact, the worst-case latency of $\tau_6$ can be computed, but it requires performing the analysis at the links.
Using LLA, the worst-case latency of $\tau_6$ is given by:

$$R_{2,(v_3,v_2)} = \sum_{\forall \tau_j \in S^D_{2,(3,2)}} \left[ \frac{R_{2,(v_3,v_2)} + J^R_j}{T_j} \right] * L_j + L_2$$

$$= \left[ \frac{R_{2,(v_3,v_2)}}{8} \right] * 2 + 2 = 4$$

$$R_{2,(v_2,v_5)} = R_{2,(v_3,v_2)} = 4$$

$$R_{2,LLA} = R_{2,(v_2,v_5)} + R_{hop} * 2 = 4 + 1 * 2 = 6$$

$$R_{6,LLA} = 39 + 1 * 5 = 44$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)$$

We can see from Equation 5.4 and Figure 3.3 that $\tau_6$ indeed has a worst-case latency of 44 time units, and it is schedulable. This provides a simple example where LLA performs better than FLA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow</th>
<th>$\tau_1$</th>
<th>$\tau_2$</th>
<th>$\tau_3$</th>
<th>$\tau_4$</th>
<th>$\tau_5$</th>
<th>$\tau_6$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FLA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Analysis results.
Chapter 6
Simulator

To evaluate the effectiveness of LLA, we implement a cycle-accurate simulator for a real-time NoC research, which we call UWNOC. The simulator uses SystemC, and it provides the ability to experiment with different real-time NoC designs that includes mesh size, buffer size, router designs, priority-aware routing protocols, and so on. It also allows deploying multiple applications with different priorities on the NoC. In this chapter, we describe the implementation of the UWNOC, and through a simple example, we illustrate how to use UWNOC.

6.1 UWNOC Features and Capabilities

UWNOC is a modular simulator implemented in SystemC. Parameters such as topology size, buffer sizes, number of deployed applications, and also their characteristics are configurable in the simulator. UWNOC assumes the mesh topology and the size of mesh is configurable by the user. The routing and switching policies are based on a prioritized flow model. The simulator outputs the latency of deployed flows on the NoC. Due to its modular design, the simulator may be extended to include new topologies or routing policies.
6.2 Configuration

The user can configure the following parameters:

- **Topology size**: the mesh size is configurable, for example size equal to 4 defines a 4x4 2D mesh NoC.
- **Number of applications**: configurable number of applications can be mapped to the NoC.
- **Type of applications**: applications can be sender or receiver. The sender application acts as a communication source and it sends a message to a receiver application which acts as the communication destination.
- **Buffer size**: the size of buffers inside the routers can be modified based on the application requirements.

6.3 Switching Policy

The simulator supports wormhole switching in which packets are divided into flits. Each packet consists of three different types of flits:

- **Head flit**: this is the first flit of packet and shows the start of the packet.
- **Data flit**: all flits following the header flit are data flits except the last one.
- **Tail flit**: this is the last flit and shows the end of the packet.

6.4 Routing Policy

Minimum random shortest path algorithm is applied for mesh topology to statically choose the flow route. Each router in the NoC has a queue per priority level. Routing starts from the
highest priority communication flow and lower priority flows can get blocked with higher ones. Applying this method provides us the capability to observe and measure the effect of interference from higher priority flows on the lower priority ones.

6.5 Communication Time Measurement

The simulator can measure the communication time of the communication tasks. This is done by incorporating timestamps into flits. For periodic communications, the latency can be measured in different periods and the maximum value is reported as the worst-case communication latency. The result of the simulator measurement verifies a lower bound of latency for FLA and LLA analyses result.

6.6 Simulator Extension

For deploying applications with different properties and communication and computation modules, the user can tune several parameters such as sender and receive modules, and the routing policy.

6.6.1 Task

Tasks are computational modules mapped onto cores of the NoC. Tasks communicate with each other by sending communication messages through the NoC, which are characterized by the communication flow. Each task has two concurrent modules: the sender and the receiver. For our simulator Task.cpp represents the task module.
**Sender Module**

Sender module is a function that can be implemented within tasks and its application is to generate flows to be sent out to a particular destination. In other words, it works as the flow source node. Based on the specification of applications which comes from `application.config`, if there is a sender module in a particular node, the sender function inside the task is activated and a SystemC `SC_THREAD` is instantiated for this purpose. The following code snippet shows the way that is done.

```c
SC_THREAD(send);
sensitive<<clock.pos();
```

**Receiver Module**

Receiver module (receiver function) works as a sink and it already exists in all NoC nodes. Whenever there is a flit targeted to that particular node to which the task is mapped, the receiver module accepts that flits and does the required processing.

**6.6.2 Router**

Router has connections to tasks and input/output ports. It also has a look-up table that stores the routing information for different communication flows.

**6.7 Configuration Files**

Simulator accepts two command line input files, the application configuration file and the router configuration file. In the following we explain each of these files.
6.7.1 Application Configuration

The following Figure 6.1 shows an example of application configuration file. This file contains the size of mesh in its first line. The second line explains that two sender applications are mapped to node zero. Line 3 expresses that the first application mapped to node 0. The numbers in line 3 are the priority, the period, the basic link latency, and the destination of the flow, respectively. Line 4 shows the characteristics of the second application mapped to node 0.

```
1 4
2 0 2
3 1 375 250 1
4 5 750 250 2
5 1 1
6 2 375 250 2
7 2 2
8 3 375 250 3
9 6 750 250 3
10 3 2
11 4 375 250 7
12 7 750 250 7
13 7 2
14 8 750 250 8
15 12 500 200 8
```

Figure 6.1: Application configuration file.
6.7.2 Router Configuration

The router configuration file explains the contents of the routers look-up tables. Figure 6.2 shows an example of router configuration file. In this example, each line shows the configuration for a specific router. Here we have four routers, and five flows in the system. The first entry in the first line is equal to 1, which means that router 1 sends the flits of flow with priority 1 to its east output port. We assume this assignment of numbers to ports: North(0), East(1), South(2), West(3), Core(4), and 5 means undefined.

1 1 5 5 5 1
2 4 1 5 5 1
3 5 4 1 5 4
4 5 5 4 2 5

Figure 6.2: Router configuration file.

6.8 An example with simulator

We provide a simple example describing the configuration files for a sample set of flows. Figure 6.3
shows a 2*2 NoC with three flows. As an example, $\tau_1$’s source is $v_1$ and its destination is $v_3$. The corresponding Application.config for the Figure 6.3 with arbitrary flow characteristics is as Figure 6.4.

Line 2 explains three flows are mapped to $v_0$. The characteristics of these three flows are being provided in the lines 3-5.

Figure 6.4: Application configuration.

Figure 6.5 shows the router configurations. The first column is the line numbering. As an example, in line 2, which is for router $v_1$, the first 5 means that the decision of this router for flow $\tau_1$ is undefined. The number 2 in the line 2 means that this router sends the flits of $\tau_2$ to the south output port.

Figure 6.5: Router configuration.
After setting up the simulator with the proper input files, the following results are the latency measurements extracted from the simulator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow</th>
<th>WC-L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_1$</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_2$</td>
<td>252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_3$</td>
<td>752</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Simulator result.
Chapter 7

Multimedia Application Case Study

7.1 Case study: Set-top Box

We experiment with a dual input channel set-top box application. This case study models common digital video recorders such as Cisco’s Explorer 8300HD DVR that allow recording of an input video stream to the hard disk while simultaneously watching another independent input video stream. The second video stream can be a previously recorded video or one directly from the second input channel. For our case study, we implement the encoding of a video stream from one input channel, and the decoding of a video stream from the hard disk on a multicore with the real-time NoC. This allows both saving and viewing of the video streams with a higher priority given to the viewing. To observe the effect and impact of interferences on the latencies, we implement a cycle-accurate simulator of the NoC using SystemC.

This simulator models the cores, priority-aware routers, and the interconnect. Figure 7.1 shows the block diagram of this application. We annotate this diagram to show the encoder that writes to the hard disk, and the decoder that outputs to the display. Note that we use the MPEG2 standard in this experiment. The encoder consists of the tasks: Source, Motion Estimation, DCT Estimation, Transform, Quantize, VLE, iQuantize, iTransform, and Disk.
Figure 7.1: Set-top box block diagram.

Except for Quantize and VLE which are mapped onto the same core, only one task is mapped per core as shown in Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.2: Set-top box mapping.
The decoder is composed of: Source, VLD, iQuantize, iDCT, and Motion Compensation. We map each decoder task on a separate core. We parallelize the encoding and the decoding, and map them to separate cores on the NoC. We also add source and destination tasks for a graphical user interface visualization, represented as \( \tau_{\text{visual}} \) in Figure 7.1. We indicate the mapping on the block as the number, and use letters to indicate the flows on the adjacent mapped NoC. For example, the Motion Estimation block is mapped onto core 3, with a flow \( \tau_e \). Figure 7.2 describes the mapping and the flows on the NoC.

### 7.2 Case Study Result

Table 7.1 shows the flow characteristics of the different tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>WC-L</th>
<th>LLA</th>
<th>FLA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source-VLD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLD-iQuant</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iQuant-iDCT</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iDCT-MC</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source-ME</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>1002</td>
<td>2252</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-DCT Estim.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>751</td>
<td>751</td>
<td>1004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCT Estim.-Trans.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>751</td>
<td>751</td>
<td>1004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans.-Quant/VLE</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quant/VLE-iQuant</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iQuant-iTrans.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iTrans.-Disk</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source-Screen</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Case study data.
According to LLA, all flows are schedulable while two are unschedulable for FLA. For flows that do not suffer any interference, LLA and FLA have equal bounds, otherwise, LLA has tighter bounds. LLA performs as an upper bound to the measured worst-case latency (WC-L) for all flows.
Chapter 8

Experimentation Results

We present a quantitative comparison between the proposed LLA and FLA.

8.1 Experimentation

The experiment setup involves changing a number of factors as shown in Table 8.1 to assess their effect on the analysis. According to [29], approximately 60% of NoC designs use mesh and torus topology. Consequently, we experiment with a $4 \times 4$, and $8 \times 8$ mesh topologies. The basic link latency of a flow is randomly chosen from a uniform distribution in the range $[16, 1024]$. We define the link utilization of a flow $\tau_i$ as $U_i = L_i / T_i$. We vary the link utilization between $[0.4, 0.65]$ in steps of 0.05. The deadline $D_i$ varies between $[0.7, 1.0]$ in steps of 0.1 as a ratio of the period $T_i$. The number of flows in the network range between $[10, 60]$ in steps of 10. Combining these factors, we have 336 different configurations of $U$, $D$, mesh size and number of flows. For each configuration, we generate 1000 test cases. Each test case has a random mapping of the source and destination nodes of the flows, and each flow is routed using a shortest path algorithm. If there exists multiple shortest paths for a flow, one of them is randomly chosen.

Our metrics for evaluation are the following:
Table 8.1: Experiment setup.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Variation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mesh size</strong></td>
<td>$4 \times 4$, $8 \times 8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basic link latency</strong> $L_i$</td>
<td>random from a uniform distribution $[16, 1024]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Link utilization</strong> $U_i$</td>
<td>$[0.4, 0.65]$ in steps of 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Deadline</strong> $D_i$</td>
<td>$[0.7, 1.0]$ in steps of 0.1 as a ratio of $T_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of flows</strong></td>
<td>$[10, 60]$ in steps of 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Ratio of average worst-case latencies**: For each test case, we compute the worst-case latency of each flow for LLA and FLA. We compute the average of the worst-case latencies for both analyses in each test case. For each configuration, we have 1000 different values. The ratio of each pair of latencies shows the tightness of LLA’s results when compared to FLA.

- **Ratio of unschedulable flows**: For each test case, we compute the number of unschedulable flows for LLA and FLA. A flow is unschedulable in one of two cases: 1) total worst-case latency of its route is larger than its deadline, or 2) no route is available that satisfies the bandwidth requirements of the flow i.e. any available route to the flow will require a link utilization of more than a 100%. The ratio of the number of unschedulable flows in each test case measures the ability of LLA to improve schedulability compared to FLA.

Figure 8.1 shows the ratio of average worst-case latencies for LLA and FLA against the number of flows for all 336 configurations. The lines in the graph show the mean value across all test cases of the same configuration. Although, all data points are in the range $[0.0, 1.0]$, meaning that LLA always provides a latency less than or equal to FLA, the mean lines provide insight to the general trend for any configuration as the number of flows increase. Initially, for 10 flows, the ratio of latencies is large in the range of 0.8 to 1.0. As the number of flows increase, the ratio decreases (larger difference between the LLA and FLA). The reason for this is that increasing the number of flows leads to more interferences, and as the interferences increase, the analytical
results from LLA becomes tighter than FLA. Ratio decreases at a lower rate (lines closer to the top) for configurations with higher link utilization. In these configurations, the capability of the NoC to accommodate more flows decreases as the number of flows increase, thus resulting in a smaller difference between LLA and FLA.

Figure 8.1: Ratio of latencies against the number of flows.

Figure 8.2 shows the ratio of average worst-case latencies of LLA to FLA against the link utilization. Increasing the link utilization beyond 0.5 decreases the ratio of the average worst-case latencies. This is because increasing the utilization means that the period of each flow decreases. When the period decreases, a larger number of higher priority flits preempt lower priority flits. This leads to increased interference, which in turn leads to a tighter analysis, and a smaller ratio. There is an interesting observation in this figure where the ratio of latencies decreases below a 0.5 link utilization. This happens because the period in these cases is greater than twice the basic
link latency. Therefore, an interference between two flows of equal link latencies will only lead to one higher priority packet preempting the lower priority one. This decreases the time available for interference on a successor link, which minimizes the aggregated worst-case latency of LLA.

Figure 8.2: Ratio of latencies against the link utilization.

Figure 8.3 shows the ratio of unschedulable flows for LLA to FLA against the number of flows. Starting from 10 flows, increasing the number of flows up to 30 decreases the ratio of unschedulable flows because LLA accommodates more flows to meet their timing requirements. In general, beyond 30 flows, the difference between LLA and FLA is maintained, however, both increase leading to a slightly smaller ratio. $4 \times 4$ meshes with high link utilization, and lower deadlines because the number of unschedulable flows increases for both LLA and FLA leading to higher ratios.
Figure 8.3: Ratio of unschedulable flows against the number of flows.

Figure 8.4 shows the ratio of unschedulable flows of LLA compared to FLA against link utilization. Increasing the link utilization beyond 0.5, maintains the ratio of unschedulable flows at nearly a constant ratio. This ratio is even less, below a 0.5 link utilization. The reason is the same as the one for the behavior in Figure 8.2. When the period is more than double the basic latency, interference between flows with equal link latencies leads to decreasing the probability of a lower priority packet suffering interference on a successor link.
This leads to the minimization of the overall worst-case latency of a flow and, hence, the schedulability of more flows. Configurations with a mesh size $8 \times 8$ have generally smaller ratios. In these configurations, the larger size of the NoC means longer paths for flows, which leads to a more prominent effect of the tightness of LLA compared to FLA.

![Graph showing ratio of unschedulable flows against link utilization]

Figure 8.4: Ratio of unschedulable flows against the link utilization.

Figure 8.5 shows the average analysis time for each configuration against the number of flows for both LLA and FLA. The trend of the analysis is the same for both LLA and FLA. This means that when the interference is high for a certain configuration, the analysis time increases for LLA and FLA. The graph shows that the analysis time for LLA is approximately double that of FLA. We find this to be reasonable for the quality of results delivered by LLA. The average analysis time over all test cases for LLA is 66.2 mS and 38.2 mS for FLA. The maximum analysis time recorded for FLA is 429 mS while it is 619 mS for LLA.
Figure 8.5: Analysis time against the number of flows.

In summary, for all 336,000 test cases, the average worst-case latency is reduced by 31.7%, and the number of unschedulable flows is reduced by 13.7%. The ratio of unschedulable flow and ratio of worst case latencies never go beyond 1.0 for all test cases. This means that LLA is at worst the same as FLA, which verifies our tightness analysis. The analysis time of LLA is on average double that of FLA but still below one second. We use the Wilcoxon matched pairs test to reason about the significance of our results. The p-value for both the analysis, and the schedulability is less than $2.2 \times 10^{-16}$.
Chapter 9

Conclusion

This thesis presents an analysis that determines the worst-case latencies of communication across a PAR NoC. By performing this analysis at the link-level, we provide tighter upper-bounds than an existing technique that performs its analysis at the flow-level (FLA). Similar to FLA, LLA accounts for direct and indirect interferences from other communication flows; however, it also incorporates the effect of pipelined transmission across the NoC that FLA does not incorporate.

9.1 Contributions

We show that LLA provides results that are either tighter or equivalent to that of FLA. We illustrate this with an example that for a fixed topology, task mapping, and their respective paths, the number of schedulable flows when using LLA is higher than FLA. We experiment with synthetic benchmarks to show the strengths of LLA. Our results show an average improvement over FLA by approximately 31% for the worst-case latency estimate, and 13% in schedulability of flows. Another advantage of LLA is that it can be used for selecting paths that flows take in the NoC to improve schedulability. To further illustrate the application of LLA, we apply our analysis to a set-top box case study. In this case study, according to LLA, all flows are
schedulable while two are unschedulable for FLA. For flows that do not suffer any interference, LLA and FLA give the same estimates, otherwise, LLA has tighter bounds.

9.2 Future Work

LLA assumes the communication flows are already mapped onto the NoC, and the flow priorities are known. We understand that a proper choice of the mapping and priority assignment has a considerable impact on the schedulability of the flows. In other words, improper mapping or priority assignment may result in low schedulability. Hence, our future work entails investigating mapping and priority assignment techniques that focus on maximizing schedulability of the flows.

Another area of future work observes that LLA only focuses on worst-case latencies for communications. However, applications consist of computation tasks that generate communication across the NoC. The communication is modelled as these flows, but LLA at the moment does not incorporate the latency of the computation tasks. Therefore, we plan to develop a thorough analysis that considers both communications and computations tasks, and provides the worst-case latency analysis for the entire application.
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